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Bangladesh Squad
Announced for the
2024 Men's T20
World Cup | Shanto to
lead Bangladesh in
T20-WC
By Aryan Thakur
May 14, 2024 1:53 PM IST 

After securing a dominating 4-1
home T20i series win against
Zimbabwe, the Bangladesh Cricket
Board (BCB) announced Bangladesh
Men's Cricket Team's 15 - player
squad for the upcoming
2024 T20 World Cup.

Najmul Hossain Shanto, who
was appointed as the all format
skipper of the Bangla Tigers earlier
this year will be handling the
leadership duties in the 2024 T20
World Cup and fast bowler Taskin
Ahmed has been appointed as the
vice captain.

The squad also consists of
veteran all - rounder Shakib Al Hasan
who recently made his return to the
shortest format of the game after a
span of nearly one year. Shakib was
also a part of Bangladesh's squad for
the final two T20 International games
against Zimbabwe and he had a great
outing with the ball in the fourth
game, picking up a crucial
four wicket hall.

The decision of appointing
Taskin Ahmed as the vice captain
comes as a huge surprise. The 29

year old has been playing
International Cricket for the Bangla
Tigers since 2014 but his career has
been hampered by injuries. Taskin
was the player of the series in the
recently concluded Zimbabwe series
where he managed to pick up eight
scalps in four matches.

Bangladesh's squad for the 2024
T20 World Cup is a good mixture of
experiencedseasoncampaignersand
dynamic youngsters. Mohammad
Saifuddin who was a part of the
squad for the Zimbabwe series has
not been included in the World Cup
squad while spin bowling all rounder
Afif Hossain is a part of the
traveling reserves.

The batting of the Najmul
Hossain Shanto led team is looking
really strong as the duo of Soumya
Sarkar and Litton Das will be handling
the opening duties while the middle
order will comprise of the
experienced players Shakib Al Hasan,
Mahmudullah, skipper Najmul
Hossain Shanto and Towhid Hridoy.

Hard hitting youngster Jaker Ali
is having a good time with the bat
and is anticipated to be the backup
wicketkeeper for the Bangla Tigers.

Mustafizur Rahman and vice
captain Taskin Ahmed will be
handling the fast bowling duties
while leg spinner Rishad Hossain and
off spinner Mahedi Hasan will provide
a lot of variety to skipper Shanto in
the spin bowling department.

Bangladesh Full Squad for 2024
T20 World Cup

Najmul Hossain Shanto (c),
Shakib Al Hasan, Taskin Ahmed,
Litton Das, Soumya Sarkar, Tanzid
Hasan Tamim, Tawhid Hridoy,
Mahmudullah Riyad, Jaker Ali Anik,
Tanvir Islam, Shak Mahedi Hasan,
Rishad Hossain, Mustafizur Rahman,
Shoriful Islam, Tanzim Hasan Sakib.

Travelling reserves: Afif Hossain,
Hasan Mahmud

CHECK: Australian Justin Langer

“Curious and Fascinated” to replace
Rahul Dravid as Team India’s next
coach

For More Visit Official Site of ICC
Continue Reading:

 

RCB vs CSK: Virat
Kohli’s unbeatable
record on 18th May
will take you by storm
as RCB looks to seal a
playoff spot
By Ankitjit Singh
May 14, 2024 12:04 PM IST 

Royal Challengers Bengaluru
(RCB) Virat Kohli has been the main
reason behind the team’s staggering
comeback in the Indian Premier
League (IPL) 2024. However, their
most important game is around the
corner and it will decide their fate in
the tournament.

Royal Challengers Bengaluru will
be taking on Chennai Super Kings in
their last league game. The match
between the teams will be played on
Saturday (18th May) at the M
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Chinnaswamy stadium in Bengaluru
and it will be a virtual knockout
game. 

Both Royal Challengers
Bengaluru and Chennai Super Kings
are very much in contention for the
playoffs. What separates them from
other teams is their NRR, which might
benefit them and help them to qualify
for the playoffs of the league. 

Also Read: Big Trouble for RCB,
RR, PBKS: No Jos Buttler, Will Jacks,
Livingstone for rest of the IPL 2024 |
England Players leave IPL midway
due to T20 World Cup 2024

Virat Kohli will be extremely
important for Royal Challengers
Bengaluru in the game against
Chennai Super Kings. If the team has
to fancy their chances of winning,
they need the batter to step up and
take them past the finishing line in
the game. 

Virat Kohli’s record on 18th May
will be a big boost for the Royal
Challengers Bengaluru. The batter
has played magnificently well on the
date and on that Royal Challengers
Bengaluru haven’t lost a single game,
therefore they will be optimistic going
ahead into the game. 

ViratKohlihasslammedonehalf-
century and two centuries on 18th
May. Here are his records on the
date: 

56* (29) Vs CSK in 2013 (RCB
won).

27 (29) Vs CSK in 2014 (RCB
won).

113 (50) Vs KXIP in 2016 (RCB
won).

100 (63) Vs SRH in 2023 (RCB
won).

I just like to take a bit more risk &
expose that side in middle overs -
Virat Kohli 

Image: IPLT20
Virat Kohli recently spoke about

his gameplay in the IPL 2024 and
stated that he likes to take more risks
which helps him to improve his strike
rate. Talking about the same, he
explained: 

"I just like to take a bit more risk &
expose that side in middle overs -
which is a massive factor. That helps
me to keep my strike rate up & team as
well. For me, Quality over quantity. 

“That is something I try to
replicate in every practice session &
some added challenges in terms of
improving your own game because the
game is evolving.”

Virat Kohli is the leading run-
getter in the IPL 2024 with 661 runs
to his name from 13 innings.

Continue Reading:

 

Australian Justin
Langer "Curious and
Fascinated" to replace
Rahul Dravid as Team
India's next coach
By ICS News Desk
May 14, 2024 11:06 AM IST 

As the Board of Control for
Cricket in India (BCCI) invites
applications for the role of Team
India's head coach, former Australian
coach Justin Langer says, he is
"curious" about it. The head coach's
seat will be vacant in Indian cricket
after incumbent Rahul Dravid
completes his extended tenure at the
conclusion of the upcoming T20
World Cup 2024.

The BCCI, on Monday, officially
forwarded the development to invite
fresh applications for the role.

“We will call for applicants in the
next few days. Rahul Dravid’s tenure
is coming to an end. If he wants to
reapply, he can,” BCCI secretary Jay
Shah told select media on Thursday.
“We are looking for a long-term
coach, for three years.”

Notably, Rahul Dravid was roped
into Team India for the head coach's
role by the BCCI back in November
2021, initially, for a two-year period.
The contract had expired after the
last ODI World Cup, which was held in
India, however, due to the impending
T20 World Cup 2024, the cricket
board extended the contract for a
year.

Now with the completion of the
T20 World Cup 2024 in June, Rahul
Dravid will have to step down from
his head coach's chair, unless he
wishes to reapply.

Meanwhile, Justin Langer, who is
one of the potential candidates for
the role, said, though, he has never
thought about it, but he is curious.

"Well, I am curious," Langer said
told TOI when asked whether he
would apply for the post. "I've never
ever thought about it. I have deep
respect for any international coach
because I understand the pressure,
but coaching the Indian team would
be an extraordinary role. From what
I've seen with the amount of talent
I've seen in this country, it would be
fascinating," he added.

Image Source: Twitter
Currently, Langer is involved with

Lucknow Super Giants (LSG) as the
head coach of the team. The KL
Rahul-led LSG has done decently so
far, although, they are yet to qualify
for the IPL 2024 playoffs. Prior to this
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appointment of his, Langer was
Australia's full-time coach, under
whom Australia lifted its maiden T20
World Cup title in 2021.

Langer is credited for reviving
Australian cricket following the
infamous sandpaper gate scandal in
2018. However, he quit the role citing
"bull**** politics" within the Cricket
Australia (CA).

Meanwhile, Team India last had
the services of an overseas coach
close to a decade ago. Former
Zimbabwe cricketer Dunken Fletcher
held the head coach's role in the
Indian side between 2011 and 2015.
He was later replaced by Anil Kumble.

ALSO READ: Big Trouble for RCB,
RR, PBKS: No Jos Buttler, Will Jacks,
Livingstone for rest of the IPL 2024 |
England Players leave IPL midway
due to T20 World Cup 2024

Continue Reading:

 

IPL 2024 Stats, Points
Table, Orange Cap,
Purple Cap On 14th
May | Full Lists of
Players With Most
Runs and Most
Wickets IPL 2024
By Rahul Chaube
May 14, 2024 9:56 AM IST 

(14th May) IPL 2024 Stats,
Orange Cap, Purple Cap: The TATA
IPL 2024 is heading to the business
end of the group stage as 63 out of
70 have been played and we still have
just one qualified team for the
Playoffs. Six teams are still fighting
for those remaining three spots in the
top 4 and it is all coming down to the
Net Run Rate. Here are the IPL 2024
Stats, Points Table, Orange Cap, and
Purple Cap On 14th May.

IPL 2024 StatsTATA IPL 2024
Points TableIPL 2024 Stats- MOST
RUNS (Orange Cap)IPL 2024 Stats-
MOST WICKETS (Purple Cap)

Gujarat Titans are officially out
of the tournament now with their
match against Kolkata Knight Riders
being called off due to rain. They are
sitting at the eighth position in the
IPL Points table with 5 wins in 13
matches with one being washed off.

They could have reached 14
points in the best possible fortune
but they had the worst NRR among
the ten teams so it was almost
impossible for them to secure their
seat at the top 4. Two back-to-back
finals for Gujarat Titans and now they
can't even qualify for the playoffs.

Image: IPL
KKR, on the other hand, have

made sure their two spots. They have

one match left against Rajasthan
Royals and already they are at 19
points. They also possess the best
Net Run Rate among the 10 teams
and they are a strong contender for
the trophy this year.

Below are the IPL 2024 Stats,
Points Table, Orange Cap, and Purple
Cap On 14th May:

IPL 2024 Stats
TATA IPL 2024 Points Table
Kolkata Knight Riders are right at

the top of the TATA IPL POINTS
TABLE with 19 points in 13 matches.
They possess an NRR of +1.428
which is the best in the tournament
among the all other teams.

Image: IPLT20
Gujarat Titans have joined MI

and PBKS in the list of the eliminated
teams. Hopes for Delhi Capitals are
still alive.

Rajasthan Royals are also
almost through to the playoffs as
they have two more matches to play
and already are at 16 points.

Sunrisers Hyderabad also have
two matches left and they have 14
points in their kitty. A win from here
can earn them the qualification
ticket.

POSTEAMSPWLNRPTSNRR
1Kolkata Knight Riders
(Q)13931191.4282Rajasthan
Royals12840160.3493ChennaiSuper
Kings13760140.5284Sunrisers
Hyderabad12750140.4065Royal
Challengers
Bengaluru13670120.3876Delhi
Capitals1367012-0.4827Lucknow
Super Giants1266012-0.7698Gujarat
Titans (E)1357111-1.0639Mumbai
Indians (E)134908-0.27110Punjab
Kings (E)124808-0.423

IPL 2024 Stats- MOST RUNS
(Orange Cap)

POSPlayerMatRUNSAVGSR4s6s1Vira
t
Kohli1366166.10155.1656332Ruturaj
Gaikwad1358358.30141.5058183Tra
vis Head1153353.30201.8961314Sai
Sudharsan1252747.91141.2948165S
anjuSamson1248660.75158.314423
6Riyan
Parag1248360.38153.8232317Sunil
Narine1246138.42182.9446328KL
Rahul1246038.33136.0941169Philip
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Salt1243539.55182.01502410Shubm
an Gill1242638.73147.403715

IPL 2024 Stats- MOST WICKETS
(Purple Cap)

POSPlayersMatOversWktsAVGRuns4
W5W1Jasprit
Bumrah1351.52016.80336-12Harshal
Patel1241.02020.00400--3Varun Cha
karavarthy1244.01820.39367--4Tush
arDeshpande1244.01623.443751-5K
haleel
Ahmed1348.01628.56457--6Harshit
Rana1034.11620.75332--7Arshdeep
Singh1242.21627.314371-8Mukesh
Kumar931.31620.94335--9Sunil
Narine1247.01520.80312--10Kuldeep
Yadav1039.01522.603391-

READ: IRE vs PAK 3rd T20I:
Strongest Playing11s, Dream11
Prediction, Full Squads, and More |
Pakistan tour of Ireland 2024

Visit IPL Official Website for
more

Continue Reading:
 

Gujarat Titans
eliminated from the
race of playoffs,
Check the Updated
Points Table of TATA
IPL 2024
By Aryan Thakur
May 13, 2024 11:54 PM IST 

On Monday, May 13 the Kolkata
Knight Riders secured their position
in the top two spots of the 2024
Indian Premier League overall
standings after their match against
the Gujarat Titans was washed
out due to rain.

GT and KKR were slated to lock
horns against each other at
Ahmedabad's Narendra Modi
Stadium tonight but the game was
called off without a ball being balled
due to constant rainfall. The Home
side were supposed to play this
match in their Lavender coloured
jersey in a bid to keep their playoff
hopes alive but the Rain Gods had
some other ideas. The match getting
washed out means the Gujarat Titans
became the third IPL team after
Punjab Kings and Mumbai Indians to
get eliminated from IPL 2024

"In a clash which was going to be
a highly anticipated one, the match
between the Gujarat Titans and
Kolkata Knight Riders was
unfortunately called off due to
constant rainfall, which means both
the sides will be sharing the points
between each other," IPL said in their
official statement.

GT currently has 11 points next
to their name and they can only get to
13 points if they manage to win their

final IPL 2024 encounter against
Sunrisers Hyderabad.

Following the washout, the top
two teams at the top of the table
reamin unchanged. Five time winners
Chennai Super Kings moved to the
third position after defeating the
Rajasthan Royals easily on Sunday.

Having started their IPL 2024
campaign in a dominant fashion, IPL
2016 winners Sunrisers Hyderabad
are yet to secure their qualification
for playoffs as they are currently
sitting at the fourth spot in the points
table with 14 points as - well.

On the other hand, the fifth, sixth
and the seventh positions in the
overall standings are occupied by
Royal Challengers Bengaluru, Delhi
Capitals and Lucknow Super Giants
respectively, with 12 points - each.

IPL 2024 Points Table (Updated)
POSTEAMSPWLDPTSNRR

1Kolkata Knight
Riders13930191.4282Rajasthan
Royals12840160.3493ChennaiSuper
Kings13760140.5284Sunrisers
Hyderabad12750140.4065Royal
Challengers
Bengaluru13670120.3876Delhi
Capitals1367012-0.4827Lucknow
Super Giants1266012-0.7698Gujarat
Titans1357011-1.0639Mumbai
Indians134908-0.27110Punjab
Kings124808-0.423

READ: Big Trouble for RCB, RR,
PBKS: No Jos Buttler, Will Jacks,
Livingstone for rest of the IPL 2024

Continue Reading:
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IRE vs PAK 3rd T20I:
Strongest Playing11s,
Dream11 Prediction,
Full Squads, and More
| Pakistan tour of
Ireland 2024
By Rahul Chaube
May 13, 2024 9:16 PM IST 

IRE vs PAK 3rd T20I: With the
series on the line, Pakistan will face
the courageous and sharp opponents
Ireland in the final showdown of the
series. The series is in level and the
3rd T20I will be the decider of the
short three-match T20I series and
here we are with the strongest
playing 11s of Pakistan and Ireland,
Dream11 Prediction, Full Squads for
IRE vs PAK 3rd T20I.

Table of ContentsIRE vs PAK 3rd
T20I detailsIRE vs PAK Head-to-Head
RecordIRE vs PAK 3rd T20I:
Strongest Playing 11sIRE vs PAK 3rd
T20I Dream11 PredictionIRE vs PAK
Dream11 Captain & Vice Captain
Picks

In these two T20Is, it is pretty
clear that Ireland is nothing but a
tough opponent and you can't be
loose on them. Any chance provided,
they will clinch on that and make you
regret that in the end. They were just
outstanding in the first T20I defeating
the full-strength Pakistan side and
then showed up with a brave effort in

the second T20I as well.
Posting a 190+ score against

one of the best bowling lineups in the
world currently is not a cakewalk.
Ireland batted first and lost both their
openers within the 4 overs, lost 7
wickets at 165 in the 19th over, and
still managed to post a grand total of
192. However, they missed a couple
of opportunities that cost them the
match or they would have sealed the
series leaving the visitors down and
out.

Ireland vs Pakistan 1st T20I |
Image Credit: Getty Image

Pakistan, on the other hand, were
left stunned after the first loss but
came up with a grand bounce on the
rough. They, however, got a couple of
lucky splashes but eventually won
the second T20I with authority. They
punched and dismantled the Irish
bowling lineup to seal a 7-wicket win
in the second T20I.

The third T20I will be the
ultimate test for the Ireland team as
they are so close to announcing their
International impact in cricket. This is
a big opportunity for them and they
would be well aware of it as well. In
contrast, it is now a first of pride for
Pakistan. They can't loss it or it will
definitely be an international setback
for them.

Below are the strongest playing
11s of Pakistan and Ireland, Dream11
Prediction, and Full Squads for IRE vs
PAK 3rd T20I:

IRE vs PAK 3rd T20I details
Tournament: Pakistan Tour of

Ireland 2024
Match: IRE vs PAK 3rd T20I
Day/Date: Tuesday/14th May

2024
Time: 6:30 PM IST
Venue: Clontarf Cricket Club

Ground
IRE vs PAK Head-to-Head

Record
Matches Played: 03
Won by PAK: 02
Won by IRE: 01
No Result: 00
IRE vs PAK 3rd T20I: Strongest

Playing 11s
Pakistan's Strongest Playing 11
Any change in Pakistan's lineup

is not expected. They looked fully

balanced in the second T20I and
would come up with a similar playing
11. Batters are in the best of their
forms, and bowlers are good with the
ball. Pakistan used four quick
bowlers in the second T20I and now
as the third T20I is also going to be
played at the same ground, they can
go for an extra spinning option.

Saim Ayub, Mohammad Rizwan,
Babar Azam (c), Fakhar Zaman, Azam
Khan (wk), Iftikhar Ahmed, Imad
Wasim, Shadab Khan, Shaheen Afridi,
Naseem Shah, Mohammad Amir

Full Squad- Saim Ayub,
Mohammad Rizwan, Babar Azam(c),
Fakhar Zaman, Azam Khan(w),
Iftikhar Ahmed, Imad Wasim,
Shaheen Afridi, Naseem Shah, Abbas
Afridi, Mohammad Amir, Shadab
Khan, Usman Khan, Hasan Ali, Haris
Rauf, Agha Salman, Abrar Ahmed,
Irfan Khan

Ireland Strongest Playing 11
Ireland were also in a good

balance in the first and second T20I.
They have a good and deep batting
line-up that provides the top order a
license to explode at the top. The
bowling isn't much discussed among
us but they are pretty confident with
the options they have.

Andrew Balbirnie, Paul Stirling
(c), Lorcan Tucker (wk), Harry Tector,
Curtis Campher, George Dockrell,
Gareth Delany, Mark Adair, Graham
Hume, Craig Young/Barry McCarthy,
Benjamin White

Full Squad- Andrew Balbirnie,
Paul Stirling(c), Lorcan Tucker(w),
Harry Tector, Curtis Campher, George
Dockrell, Gareth Delany, Mark Adair,
Graham Hume, Craig Young,
Benjamin White, Barry McCarthy, Neil
Rock, Ross Adair

IRE vs PAK 3rd T20I Dream11
Prediction

Wicketkeeper: Lorcan Tucker,
Mohammad Rizwan

Batters: Babar Azam, Fakhar
Zaman, Andrew Balbirnie,

All-Rounders: Iftikhar Ahmed,
Gareth Delany, Curtis Campher

Bowlers: Shaheen Shah, Naseem
Shah, Graham Hume

IRE vs PAK Dream11 Captain &
Vice Captain Picks

Captain: Mohammad Rizwan/
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Andrew Balbirnie
Vice-Captain: Gareth

Delany/Shaheen Afridi
READ: Big Trouble for RCB, RR,

PBKS: No Jos Buttler, Will Jacks,
Livingstone for rest of the IPL 2024 

Visit Pakistan Cricket For more
details.

Continue Reading:

 

Big Trouble for RCB,
RR, PBKS: No Jos
Buttler, Will Jacks,
Livingstone for rest
of the IPL 2024 |
England Players leave
IPL midway due to
T20 World Cup 2024
By ICS News Desk
May 13, 2024 8:50 PM IST 

The IPL Teams like RCB, RR and
PBKS have been caught off-guard
after their contracted players from
England started leaving the IPL 2024
midway in a bid to prepare for the
upcoming T20 World Cup 2024. The
likes of Jos Buttler, Will Jacks, Reece
Topley and Liam Livingstone have bid
adieu to their respective IPL teams

and headed back to England.
With the T20 World Cup 2024

just around the corner, the
international cricketers were bound
to leave their franchise duties to fulfil
their national duties. The formalities
to name the replacements for the rest
of the IPL season are being finalised
by the teams.

The respective IPL franchises
announced the premature departure
of their contracted players with a
social media post, wishing their
players the best for the future.

Among all, Rajasthan Royals
(RR) and Royal Challengers
Bengaluru (RCB) will be massively
impacted by the outgoing of the
English players. While Jos Buttler has
played a key role in RR's dominance
this season, Will Jacks has helped
RCB in reviving their dull campaign
towards the last phase of the
ongoing IPL 2024.

As Punjab Kings (PBKS) is
already eliminated from the
tournament, they won't be bothered
with the departure of Liam
Livingstone. Moreover, the PBKS
batter had an underwhelming season
with the bat as he could only score
111 runs in 8 IPL outings.

Liam Livingstone, PBKS | Image:
IPLT20

“IPL done for another year, had to
get my knee sorted for the upcoming
World Cup,” Livingstone wrote on his
Instagram wall.

“Thanks once again to the
Punjab Kings fans for all their love
and support. Disappointing season
as a team and personally, but as
always, I loved every minute of
playing in the IPL,” he added.

Wishing luck to their players,
RCB wrote, "Jacksy and Toppers are
heading back home for international
duties and we wish them all the very
best. You were incredible in the camp
and on the field this IPL. See
you soon, lads."

https://twitter.com/RCBTweets/statu
s/1790009447420752328

Meanwhile, RR opener Jos
Buttler asked his franchise officials,
"Facetime me with the trophy. Yeah.”

https://twitter.com/rajasthanroyals/s
tatus/1790005446926901507

Ahead of their T20 World Cup
2024 run, which will begin on June 04
against Scotland in Barbados,
England are set to host Pakistan for a
4-match T20I series. The series gets
underway on May 22 in Leeds. The
two sides will travel to Birmingham
for the second game followed by a
stop in Cardiff and London
respectively.

Below is the complete schedule
for England vs Pakistan T20I series:

1st T20I: Leeds - May 22
2nd T20I: Birmingham - May 25
3rd T20I: Cardiff - May 28
4th T20I: London - May 30
ALSO READ: IRE vs PAK:

Pakistan Dominated Ireland as
Pakistani Batting Powerhouse Levels
Series By 7-Wicket Win.

Continue Reading:

 

IRE vs PAK: Pakistan
Dominated Ireland as
Pakistani Batting
Powerhouse Levels
Series By 7-Wicket
Win.
By Rahul Chaube
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May 13, 2024 9:29 AM IST 

IRE vs PAK 2nd T20I: An
aggressiveapproachbyPakistanwas
cool to watch against Ireland in the
PAK vs IRE 2nd T20I. Fakhar Zaman
and Mohammad Rizwan came up
with the best of their forms and
Pakistan defeated Ireland in the
second T20I to level the 3-match T20I
series.

Table of ContentsIRE vs Pak 2nd
T20I Match SummaryIRE vs PAK 3rd
T20I detailsIRE vs PAK Head-to-Head
Record

IRE vs Pak 2nd T20I Match
Summary

The visitors won the toss at first
and asked Ireland to bat first. Ireland
welcomed the decision and thumped
29 runs in 3 overs but an excellent
over by Shaheen Shah took the
momentum away from the home
side. He knocked out skipper Stirling
and last match hero Balbirnie in the
same over.

Lorcan Tucker and Harry Tector
combined to bridge the innings
further where the wicketkeeper batter
Tucker smacked 51 off 34 balls. They
were 165 for 7 down with just 9 balls
left in the game and then Gareth
Delany showed up his superior class
with bat and posted 26 runs in the 7
he played. Following the brilliant
finish, Ireland asked Pakistan to
chase 194 to level the series.

It was a horrific start for
Pakistan with Saim Ayub and Babar
Azam going back to the pavilion
within the first 10 balls of the chase
with just 13 runs on the board.
Rizwan and Fakhar took charge and
started thrashing the Irish bowlers.

Fakhar Zaman stole the show
(Getty Images)

Rizwan smashed a 34-ball fifty
whereas Fakhar got an even faster
30-ball fifty that took Pakistan in a
much comfortable position. Zaman
went flying fast after his 50 and lost
his wicket after a quick 78 off 40
balls. Azam Khan came up and came
up with an absolute banger as he
smashed 4 sixes to reach 30 off just
10 balls.

Pakistan chased up the target
within 17 overs and that lays a mark

on their day, Pakistan's batting lineup
can be one of the most brutal lineups
you could ever face. Pakistan won
the match by 7 wickets.

IRE vs PAK 3rd T20I details
The third T20I between the sides

is going to be played on 14th May
and it will be the series decider. Good
news for Pakistan as their prime fast
bowlers are in a good knick and
batters are exploding runs with their
bats.

Tournament: Pakistan Tour of
Ireland 2024

Match: IRE vs PAK 3rd T20I
Day/Date: Tuesday/14th May

2024
Time: 6:30 PM IST
Venue: Clontarf Cricket Club

Ground
IRE vs PAK Head-to-Head

Record
Matches Played: 03
Won by PAK: 02
Won by IRE: 01
No Result: 00
READ: IPL Points Table

(Updated) After RCB vs DC, RCB Still
Alive Defeating DC

Continue Reading:

 

GT vs KKR Dream11
Prediction, Dream11
Team, Head-To-Head
Record, GT and KKR
Playing 11, Narendra
Modi Stadium Pitch
Report
By Mohit Tiwari
May 13, 2024 8:54 AM IST 

GT vs KKR Dream11
Prediction: Shubman Gill-led Gujarat
Titans (GT) will face Shreyas Iyer's
Kolkata Knight Riders (KKR) in match
number 63 of the Tata Indian Premier
League (IPL) 2024. The fixture (GT vs
KKR) will be held at the Narendra
Modi Stadium on May 13, 2024.

Table of ContentsGT vs KKR
Match PreviewGT vs KKR Match
DetailsGT vs KKR Head-to-Head
RecordGT vs KKR Playing11
(Predicted)GT vs KKR Dream11
PredictionGT vs KKR Dream11 Team
2GT vs KKR Dream11 Captain & Vice
Captain ChoiceNarendra Modi
Stadium Pitch Report

Image; IPL
GT vs KKR Match Preview
Not long ago, Gujarat Titans (GT)

was nowhere close to the scheme of
things as far as IPL 2024 playoffs
were concerned. The former
champions were languishing at the
bottom of the points table, however,
they did a bit of heavy lifting to save
their IPL 2024 campaign.

GT recently defeated Chennai
Super Kings (CSK) with a blazing win.
The GT openers were on song against
CSK as they ripped apart the CSK
bowling unit. Following the batting
stint, the Titans were also on top,
with their operations with the ball in
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hand.
The comprehensive show at the

world's biggest cricket ground
ensured that GT remained in the
playoff hunt. Although they aren't
completely in control of their IPL
2024 playoff qualification, some
chances are still there for them.

On the other side, Kolkata Knight
Riders (KKR) have become the first
team to qualify for the IPL 2024
playoffs. KKR defeated Mumbai
Indians (MI) a few nights ago and
sealed a spot in the playoffs.

Although they are confirmed to
be in the top 4, KKR's liking would be
to remain in the top 2 no matter what.
The top 2 finish gives immunity to the
teams to get an extra chance even if
they lose the first qualifier.

GT vs KKR Match Details
Tournament: Indian Premier

League (IPL) 2024
Match: GT vs KKR, Match 63
Day/Date: Monday/13th May

2024
Time: 7:30 PM IST
Venue: Narendra Modi Stadium,

Ahmedabad
GT vs KKR Head-to-Head Record
Matches Played: 03
Won by GT: 02
Won by KKR: 01
No Result: 00
GT vs KKR Playing11 (Predicted)
GT Playing11: Sai Sudharsan,

Shubman Gill (c), Shahrukh Khan,
David Miller, Matthew Wade (wk),
Rahul Tewatia, Rashid Khan, Noor
Ahmad, Umesh Yadav, Mohit Sharma,
Kartik Tyagi.

ImpactSub:SandeepWarrier/Sai
Sudharsan

Image: IPLT20
KKR Playing11: Philip Salt (wk),

Sunil Narine, Venkatesh Iyer, Shreyas
Iyer (c), Rinku Singh, Nitish Rana,
Andre Russell, Ramandeep Singh ,
Mitchell Starc, Harshit Rana, Varun
Chakaravarthy

Impact Sub: Vaibhav
Arora/Nitish Rana

GT vs KKR Dream11 Prediction
Phil Salt (wk), Sai Sudharsan,

Shubman Gill (vc), David Miller, Rinku
Singh, Andre Russell, Sunil Narine (c),
Ramandeep Singh, Rashid Khan,
Varun Chakravarthy, Mohit Sharma.

GT vs KKR Dream11 Team 2
Wicketkeeper: Phil Salt
Batters: Sai Sudharsan, David

Miller, Shreyas Iyer, Venkatesh Iyer
All-Rounders:SunilNarine,Andre

Russell, Rahul Tewatia
Bowlers: Rashid Khan, Mitchell

Starc, Harshit Rana
GT vs KKR Dream11 Captain &

Vice Captain Choice
Captain: Sunil Narine
Vice-Captain: Sai

Sudharsan/Shreyas Iyer
Narendra Modi Stadium Pitch

Report

The other night the fixture at the
Narendra Modi Stadium turned out to
be a high-scoring game. Expect
something similar this time as well.
The surface aids the batters as well
as the spinners. There is little to no
help for the seamers. Chasing the
total is often considered safe here,
but Gujarat Titans (GT) have been
inconsistent with their show and their
last win came batting first, don't be
surprised if they opt to bat first.

ALSO READ: IPL Points Table
(Updated) On 13th MAY after RCB vs
DC, RCB’s HOPES for Qualification
are still alive | Royal Challengers
Bangalore DEFEATED Delhi Capitals
by 47 runs

Continue Reading:
 

IPL Points Table
(Updated) On 13th
MAY after RCB vs DC,
RCB's HOPES for
Qualification are still
alive | Royal
Challengers
Bangalore DEFEATED
Delhi Capitals by 47
runs
By Aryan Thakur
May 12, 2024 11:39 PM IST 

IPL Points Table (Updated):
Match number 62 of Tata Indian
Premier League 2024 took place
between Royal Challengers
Bengaluru and IPL 2020 runners up
Delhi Capitals at the Chinnaswamy
Stadium of Bangalore. It was a must
win game for both the teams and the
Faf Du Plessis led team did not
disappoint their home crowd as they
defeated the Rishabh Pant less Delhi
Capitals by 47 runs and this win
meant that the playoff hopes of RCB
are still alive while DC have been
effectively eliminated from the race
of the playoffs after this defeat.

Stand in skipper Axar Patel won
the toss and chose to field first and
the game had a very entertaining
start as RCB lost the duo of Virat and
skipper Faf in the first six overs but
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runs galore in the Powerplay as well
thanks to the sublime efforts of Rajat
Patidar (52 runs in 32 balls) and Will
Jacks (41 runs in 29 balls).

Rajat got dismissed in the 13
over off the bowling of Rasikh Salam
but RCB carried on with their run flow
as Cameron Green's cameo of 32
runs in 24 deliveries ensured that the
home side did not lose their run
scoring momentum but the visitors
bowled really well in the death overs
and kept the home side under
the 190 runs mark.

The duo of Khaleel and Rasikh
Dar picked up two wickets each for
DC and remained economical in
their spells as well.

In the chase inning of the
visitors, the superb bowling of the
Bengaluru based team helped them
defeat the Capitals as the top order of
the visitors failed to get going and the
unlucky runout of Jake Fraser -
Mcgurk (21 runs in 8 balls) further
damaged Delhi's hopes of
staying in the game

Shai Hope played a decent inning
of 29 runs and skipper Axar stepped
up with the bat as well with his lone
warrior knock of 57 runs in 39 balls
but they weren't able to do much
against the flamboyant bowling of
the home side and eventually RCB
finished on top in the end.

Down below is the main content:
IPL Points Table (Updated) On 13th
MAY after KKR vs MI.

IPL 2024 Points Table
IPL 2024 RCB vs DC | Pic:

ipl20.com
POSTEAMSPWLDPTSNRR

1Kolkata Knight
Riders12930181.4282Rajasthan
Royals12840160.3493ChennaiSuper
Kings13760140.5284Sunrisers
Hyderabad12750140.4065Royal
Challengers
Bengaluru13670120.3876Delhi
Capitals1367012-0.4827Lucknow
Super Giants1266012-0.7698Gujarat
Titans1257010-1.0639Mumbai
Indians134908-0.27110Punjab
Kings124808-0.423

CHECK: Can RCB still Qualify?
Continue Reading:
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